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Introduction
No single scheme meets the requirements of every Rasch analysis
under all circumstances, e.g.,
• Purpose of analysis, e.g.,
• Existing scale vs. scale development
• Applied vs. methodological research

• Scientific dicipline, tradition and familiarity with RMT
• Journal restrictions
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Introduction
• The ambitious goals of a Rasch measurement analysis can only be
fully met, if the substantive theory of the latent variable is
sophisticated enough to not only suggest suitable items but also
propose at least a theory-driven order of the items
• The measurement of a quantitative latent variable always refers to a
frame of reference, within which specific objectivity holds. Thus, the
frame of reference is defined by the conditions under which
comparisons are invariant… It goes without saying that a wide frame
of reference is desirable.

Introduction
• In a real data set, deviations from perfection as prescribed by the
measurement model occur almost inevitably.
• Reasons for misfit have to be disentangled, which can be an intricate
task.
• As a rule, changes to the data set, for example the deletion of an
item, rescoring of the responses or splitting an item, should be kept
to a minimum at each stage of the analysis.
• Theoretical considerations have to precede data analysis. If empirical
findings inform the theory, the research becomes exploratory and
should therefore be marked as such.
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Suggested elements

Construct definition and operationalization
Response format and scoring

Comment:
A substantive theory suitable for RMT goes beyond a merely qualitative description;
it allows for a testable hypothesis of the structure of the construct.
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Sample and sampling design

Comment:
No distributional assumtions, but consider frame of reference and targeting.

Data
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Measurement model and technical aspects

Comment:
The extent to which fundamental properties of Rasch measurement should be
explained depends on the target audience, the degree of acceptance of the model in
the field of research and on the available space.

Measurement model and technical aspects
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Fit analysis

Fit analysis
Comment:
The evaluation of a measurement instrument should not be made purely on the
basis of statistical evidence. Numerical results need to be accompanied by qualitative
interpretation and theoretical considerations.
… anomalies in the data should not simply be accounted for but revealed and
exposed. Attempts at plausible explanations are certainly advantageous for future
revisions of the scale, should the necessity arise.
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Item fit assessment

Comment:
Results of all tests of fit have to be put into perspective, in particular regarding power
issues and implications of misfit or marginal fit.

Person fit assessment

Comment:
Person misfit implies that the measurement instrument does not work for some
respondents as it does for most others.
If there are systematic patterns of person misfit, group means may be seriously
distorted and mean comparisons invalidated.
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Information

Validity

Comment:
Whether the scale represents a valid and generalizable instrument depends on the
degree to which the analysis was confirmatory. If a large set of items has been
reduced to a relatively small subset and/or the data have been altered extensively
(e.g. by rescoring or item splitting), we run the risk of capitalizing on chance.
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Application and usefulness

Application and usefulness

Comment:
Traditionally, the relationship of the latent variable and other constructs is integrated
into the concept of validity under the label of external validity. However, the
assessment of external relationships provides at best indirect evidence of validity.
External relationships should be better viewed as aspects of a scale’s usefulness.
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Work on new
reporting
guidelines
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